
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a lead software designer. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for lead software designer

You will participate in the different team activities associated with the Scrum
methodologies such as product refinement sessions
You will work on new product innovations while investigating market
questions and resolving product issues within the released software products
You will initiate and drive improvements within the development group to
further improve product quality and process efficiency
You keep on top of technical developments in the field of tooling,
development and design through literature and technical contacts, and
propagate this to the other team members
You will act as software tool validation officer within the Hemo program
assuring software tools used during the development process are according
to QMS standards
Provides input to Lead System Designer, and Lead System Integrator at the
planning phase for all software deliverables
Owns the software development plan, schedule & integration plan of various
sub-systems into the system, & integration of device application software
with external vendors
Works closely with software Architect to define/control the configuration
management and branching strategy for the project
Collaborates with cross-functional teams (EE/ME/HF/PMO etc) to identify
and prioritize tasks for development & risk retirement, and ensure the needs
of software reliability, serviceability, will be met in the product
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Qualifications for lead software designer

Participating in code reviews and ensure the code written complies with the
company standards and policies
Design or communication Arts 4 year graduate or equivalent high-end
portfolio demonstrating 3-4 years of relevant experience
Understanding of the brand and how to implement that in company's look
and feel
Ability to apply guidelines and standards
Good working knowledge of the Adobe suite of products used for creating
collateral
Ability to operate technically and have attention to detail work at a strategic
level with senior stakeholders


